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New drug deployment strategies are imperative to address the problem of drug resistance, which is limiting the management of infectious diseases and cancers. We evolved resistance in Escherichia coli toward 23 drugs used clinically for treating bacterial infections and mapped the resulting collateral sensitivity and resistance profiles, revealing a complex collateral sensitivity network. On the basis of these data, we propose a new treatment framework—collateral sensitivity cycling—in which drugs with compatible collateral sensitivity profiles are used sequentially to treat infection and select against drug resistance development. We identified hundreds of such drug sets and demonstrated that the antibiotics gentamicin and cefuroxime can be deployed cyclically such that the treatment regimen selected against resistance to either drug. We then validated our findings with related bacterial pathogens. These results provide proof of principle for collateral sensitivity cycling as a sustainable treatment paradigm that may be generally applicable to infectious diseases and cancer.

INTRODUCTION

The rapid development of drug resistance is a major threat to the successful management of infectious diseases and cancer, which collectively are responsible for more than half of disease-related deaths globally (1, 2). The evolution and spread of resistance reduces or entirely eliminates the utility of most drugs used for the treatment of bacterial, fungal, parasitic, and viral infections (3–6). In particular, treatment failure is rapidly increasing as a result of the alarming development of multidrug resistance in Gram-negative bacterial pathogens, such as Escherichia coli and Klebsiella, which contribute to most of the deaths caused by hospital-acquired infections (7). The burden of resistance is also evident with cancer therapy, in which drug resistance remains a major cause of treatment failure and death among cancer patients (8, 9).

Despite the desperate need for new infectious disease therapies, limited progress has been made in the discovery of first-in-class antibacterial drugs to balance the relentless resistance development (10, 11). Another promising approach for addressing drug resistance is through rational treatment (deployment) strategies. The most prominent strategies are drug combination therapies and drug stewardship programs.

Combination therapies have been deployed clinically both to prevent the rise of resistance and to improve treatment efficacy. The ability of drug combinations to improve treatment outcomes has been demonstrated in a variety of disease areas, including HIV infection (4, 12–15). It has also been demonstrated in bacteria that antagonistic drug combinations, in which the constituent drugs counteract each other’s effects, can be used to select against resistance that results from suppressive drug interactions (16).

Antimicrobial stewardship programs aim to decrease drug resistance by avoiding unnecessary use and choosing an adequate dose with the shortest effective duration of treatment (17, 18). Drug cycling programs are a form of antimicrobial stewardship that involves the scheduled rotation of distinct antibiotic classes that exhibit comparable antimicrobial activity spectra. The rotation can include any number of drugs, but must be concluded with reappplication of the original drug. The current rationale behind antibiotic cycling relies on the fact that evolution of drug resistance is related to drug exposure; thus, by withdrawing a drug from the clinic for a given period, the selective benefit of resistance is removed, resulting in a decrease in resistance frequencies (19–21). These predicted advantages of conventional antibiotic cycling rest on the assumption that resistance is accompanied by a biological fitness cost. The larger the fitness cost, the more rapidly the resistance frequency of a population will decrease in the absence of the selective pressure imposed by drug treatment (22). Thus, if drug use is reduced, the resistant mutants with the highest fitness costs are expected to be outcompeted by their nonresistant counterparts and disappear from the bacterial population.

However, the spread of resistant bacterial strains still occurs even though resistance can be costly in terms of bacterial fitness (23–25). In addition, not all resistance carries fitness cost (26, 27), and the fitness cost can be ameliorated by compensatory mutations (22, 28). Finally, it has been shown that resistant subpopulations of bacteria can persist for decades after drug removal (29).

Current antibiotic cycling strategies implement cycles of drug restriction and prioritization on an ad hoc basis, and the benefits of this strategy remain controversial (30–33). Here, we propose a fundamentally different approach to drug cycling that builds on the finding that the development of resistance to one drug can perturb drug susceptibility profiles in the bacterial cell; this adaptation results in collateral resistance and collateral sensitivity toward other drugs through perturbation of gene expression networks that affect a cell’s vulnerability to chemicals (34–36) (Fig. 1, A to C). The collateral effects of resistance evolution provide a rationale for a new treatment strategy: collateral sensitivity cycling (Fig. 1D).

Consider a target bacterial population undergoing treatment with drug A (Fig. 1D). When resistance to drug A evolves within the target population, treatment can be switched by deployment of drug B, to which the drug A–resistant population displays collateral sensitivity (Fig. 1D). With this treatment regimen, the drug A–resistant bacterial subpopulation would be eradicated more effectively than the subpopulation that has not developed resistance to drug A. If the drugs are chosen carefully to have reciprocal collateral sensitivity profiles, collateral sensitivity cycling should limit evolution of drug resistance in the target bacterial population. Because collateral sensitivity derives from changes
in cellular networks that drive the evolution of drug resistance, this phenomenon is a systems-level characteristic and has been observed in diverse bacteria (34, 37), viruses (38), and cancers (9, 39). Thus, if collateral sensitivity can be exploited to counter resistance and maintain drug effectiveness in one biological system, it should be generally deployable within many different disease areas in which evolution of drug resistance occurs. We hypothesized that it would be possible to identify sets of drugs with reciprocal collateral sensitivity profiles that enable their application in a cyclical manner that kills bacteria while sustainably selecting against drug resistance (Fig. 1D). Because Gram-negative bacteria are associated with prolonged hospitalization, treatment failure, and increased mortality rates worldwide (7, 40–42), we tested the concept of collateral sensitivity cycling in the Gram-negative bacterium *E. coli*.

**RESULTS**

**Collateral sensitivity profiles**

We evolved parallel lineages of *E. coli* (Materials and Methods) to become resistant to 23 clinically relevant antibiotics spanning 11 distinct chemical classes and mechanisms of action (Table 1 and table S2). For each resistant isolate, we performed dose-response experiments to determine the susceptibility profiles (Fig. 1, A to C) for the 23 antibiotics (fig. S1). The resistance levels acquired during adaptation for 23 *E. coli* strains as measured by minimum inhibitory concentrations (MICs) in culture were equal to or above the current clinical breakpoints according to The European Committee on Antimicrobial Susceptibility Testing (EUCAST) (table S1). Seventeen of the 23 resistant *E. coli* isolates exhibited collateral sensitivity toward at least one other drug (Fig. 2). With the exception of the cefuroxime-resistant strain, which showed no collateral resistance toward the β-lactam amoxicillin, all resistant strains were collaterally resistant toward drugs from the same chemical class and to at least one drug from a different class (Fig. 2 and fig. S1). Excluding drugs with the same mechanism of action, we observed collateral resistance up to a >32-fold increase in the MIC compared to the wild-type *E. coli* (WT). A high level of collateral resistance was observed between amphenolocline and tetracycline drug classes as well as between amphenolocline, β-lactam, and quinolone drug classes (Fig. 2A and fig. S1). The β-lactam and quinolone drug classes are commonly used in clinical cycling programs (20, 33), and the collateral resistance observed could contribute to the failure of such drug cycling programs.

Although we observed collateral sensitivity with magnitudes of down to an eightfold reduction of MIC, the most frequently observed collateral sensitivity was a twofold reduction in MIC relative to WT. *E. coli* that acquired resistance to the aminoglycoside chemical class, which is frequently used for treatment of hospital-acquired infections with multidrug-resistant Gram-negative pathogens (42) (details on drug common use are listed in table S2), exhibited increased sensitivity to 14 unrelated drugs from several chemically diverse drug classes, including β-lactams, polymyxins, macrolides, tetracyclines, chloramphenicol, fosfomycin, and nitrofurantoin (Fig. 2). The collateral sensitivity of isolates resistant to different drugs within a particular chemical class was not always uniform. For instance, collateral sensitivity toward polymyxins, fosfomycin, and azithromycin was observed for *E. coli* strains resistant to the aminoglycoside chemical class, which is frequently used for treatment of hospital-acquired infections with multidrug-resistant Gram-negative pathogens (42) (details on drug common use are listed in table S2), exhibited increased sensitivity to 14 unrelated drugs from several chemically diverse drug classes, including β-lactams, polymyxins, macrolides, tetracyclines, chloramphenicol, fosfomycin, and nitrofurantoin (Fig. 2). The collateral sensitivity of isolates resistant to different drugs within a particular chemical class was not always uniform. For instance, collateral sensitivity toward polymyxins, fosfomycin, and azithromycin was observed for *E. coli* strains resistant to the aminoglycoside chemical class (chloramphenicol) increased sensitivity toward streptomycin but not toward any other aminoglycosides tested (Fig. 2). These findings indicate that drugs belonging to a specific class do not always induce the same collateral sensitivity. Instead, drug-specific resistance evolution plays a role in determining the collateral sensitivity profiles.
Identification of collateral sensitivity cycles

Given that the evolution of resistance toward 23 clinically relevant antibiotics led to substantial collateral sensitivity across nine diverse chemical classes, we identified all possible collateral sensitivity cycles within our data set. First, we created a collateral sensitivity network for *E. coli* wherein the nodes of the network are the drugs and the directional edges of the network represent collateral sensitivities resulting from resistance evolution toward each of these drugs (Fig. 3A). For example, when a strain develops resistance to gentamicin, several drugs can be chosen to which gentamicin-resistant strains will be collaterally sensitive (for example, colistin, nalidixic acid, or cefuroxime) (Fig. 3A). Again, when resistance evolves to the next drug (for example, colistin), the treatment can be switched to the next possible option to which the colistin-resistant strain will be collaterally sensitive and so on.

We analyzed all possible sequential drug deployment strategies composed of two to four drugs (Fig. 3A) that formed closed loops (cycles) within our collateral sensitivity network. We identified 207 possible cycles (Fig. 3B and table S3), suggesting that several options exist for deployment of tailored collateral sensitivity cycles in response to specific resistance patterns. Certain drugs were included more frequently in the identified collateral sensitivity cycles. For example, of the 22 two-drug cycles identified (Fig. 3C), 59% involved drugs belonging to the aminoglycoside, polymyxin, or tetracycline chemical classes as a result of the strong reciprocal collateral sensitivity profile observed between those drug groups (Figs. 2A and 3C and table S3).

However, not all drugs can be used in simple two-drug cycles. For instance, sequential deployment of drugs with collateral resistance will provide a selective advantage to the resistant strain over the WT and lead to amplification of resistance. Yet, drugs with collateral resistance profiles can be included in the same collateral sensitivity cycle when interspersed by a drug toward which the drugs have a collateral sensitivity. In such cases, collateral sensitivity cycling with two different aminoglycoside drugs with collateral resistance can be achieved if quinolone and β-lactam drugs are included in the cycle (for example, cefuroxime→gentamicin→nalidixic acid→amikacin) (Fig. 3A and table S3). Sequential deployment of such drug sets based on their collateral sensitivity profiles should continue to select against resistance despite collateral resistance between some of the cycle component drugs.

Selection against drug resistance through collateral sensitivity cycling

To test whether collateral sensitivity cycling of drugs can suppress WT resistance development over time, we chose two clinically relevant drugs from the aminoglycoside and β-lactam classes (gentamicin and cefuroxime) that exhibited reciprocal collateral sensitivity profiles (Fig. 2A). First, we created isogenic indicator *E. coli* strains that express either cyan fluorescent protein (CFP) or yellow fluorescent protein

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antibiotic</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amikacin</td>
<td>AMI</td>
<td>Aminoglycoside</td>
<td>Protein synthesis, 30S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gentamicin</td>
<td>GEN</td>
<td>Aminoglycoside</td>
<td>Protein synthesis, 30S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanamycin</td>
<td>KAN</td>
<td>Aminoglycoside</td>
<td>Protein synthesis, 30S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streptomycin</td>
<td>STR</td>
<td>Aminoglycoside</td>
<td>Protein synthesis, 30S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ampicillin</td>
<td>AMP</td>
<td>β-Lactam</td>
<td>Cell wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amoxicillin</td>
<td>AMX</td>
<td>β-Lactam</td>
<td>Cell wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piperacillin</td>
<td>PIP</td>
<td>β-Lactam</td>
<td>Cell wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cefuroxime</td>
<td>CFX</td>
<td>β-Lactam</td>
<td>Cell wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cefepime</td>
<td>CFP</td>
<td>β-Lactam</td>
<td>Cell wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nalidixic acid</td>
<td>NAL</td>
<td>Quinolone</td>
<td>DNA gyrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciprofloxacin</td>
<td>CIP</td>
<td>Quinolone</td>
<td>DNA gyrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levofloxacin</td>
<td>LEV</td>
<td>Quinolone</td>
<td>DNA gyrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetracycline</td>
<td>TET</td>
<td>Tetracycline</td>
<td>Protein synthesis, 30S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minocycline</td>
<td>MIN</td>
<td>Tetracycline</td>
<td>Protein synthesis, 30S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tigecycline</td>
<td>TGC</td>
<td>Tetracycline</td>
<td>Protein synthesis, 30S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloramphenicol</td>
<td>CHL</td>
<td>Amphenicol</td>
<td>Protein synthesis, 50S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azithromycin</td>
<td>AZY</td>
<td>Macrolide</td>
<td>Protein synthesis, 50S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colistin</td>
<td>COL</td>
<td>Polymyxin</td>
<td>Lipopolysaccharide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polymyxin B</td>
<td>POL</td>
<td>Polymyxin</td>
<td>Lipopolysaccharide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fosfomycin</td>
<td>FOS</td>
<td>Fosfomycin</td>
<td>Cell wall biogenesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rifampicin</td>
<td>RIF</td>
<td>Rifampicin</td>
<td>RNA polymerase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrofurantoin</td>
<td>NIT</td>
<td>Nitrofurantin</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trimethoprim</td>
<td>TRI</td>
<td>Dihydrofolate reduc-tase inhibitor</td>
<td>Folic acid biosynthesis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(YFP) (Materials and Methods). Then, we used the CFP-labeled *E. coli* strain to select resistant mutants that grew in gentamicin at 32 times the MIC of the WT strain (32× MICWT) by repeated exposures to increasing concentrations of gentamicin. Next, we mixed the YFP-labeled WT strain and the CFP-labeled gentamicin-resistant strain and exposed this mixed population to a wide range of concentrations of cefuroxime. From these experiments, we discovered that gentamicin resistance can be selected against at cefuroxime concentrations of 4 μg/ml (Fig. 4A).

Through a similar approach, we found that gentamicin concentrations of 1 μg/ml select against cefuroxime resistance (Fig. 4B).

We then conducted an experiment to provide proof of principle for collateral sensitivity cycling. We gradually evolved a CFP-labeled *E. coli* WT population to become resistant toward gentamicin during 8 days of repeated exposure. Once 32× MICWT resistance had been achieved, the CFP-labeled gentamicin-resistant cells were mixed 1:1 with YFP-labeled WT cells, and the mixed population was exposed to cefuroxime (4 μg/ml) overnight. This treatment switch led to the preferential and complete killing of the CFP-labeled gentamicin-resistant cells (Fig. 4C).

Then, we evolved the surviving YFP-labeled cells to become resistant to cefuroxime during 8 days of repeated exposure. Once 128× MICWT resistance had been achieved, the YFP-labeled cefuroxime-resistant cells were mixed with CFP-labeled WT cells and exposed to gentamicin (1 μg/ml), resulting in the preferential and complete killing of the YFP-labeled cefuroxime-resistant cells and survival of the CFP-labeled WT cells (Fig. 4C). These data demonstrated how collateral sensitivity cycling can be applied to select against resistance and maintain WT resistance levels to clinically relevant drugs. Note that collateral sensitivity and not the fitness cost of resistance is the basis of the selection against resistance, because we readily recovered resistant mutants from the mixed population in the absence of drug selection (Fig. 4, A and B).

To assess the reproducibility of collateral sensitivity phenotypes resulting from resistance development, we repeated the competition assay by changing the drug toward which each of the labeled strains was adapted. Again, we obtained comparable results, which is consistent with the assumption that evolutionary pathways leading to collateral sensitivity have a repeatable adaptive basis (fig. S2).

**Effect of collateral sensitivity on killing kinetics and mutant selection**

We have shown that sequential dosing of gentamicin and cefuroxime constitutes a collateral sensitivity cycle that selects against resistance. However, in clinical settings, all infecting pathogens must be erad-
icated; hence, drug concentrations above MICWT must be applied. We tested whether collateral sensitivity affected the kill kinetics of the resistant bacteria when drugs were applied at concentrations that exceeded the MICWT. We determined time-kill curves for WT *E. coli* and strains resistant to cefuroxime or gentamicin in the presence of 16× MICWT concentrations of either drug. In both cases, resistant strains were eradicated more quickly than the WT when exposed to the drug to which they were collaterally sensitive (Fig. 5, A and B). This finding has important implications for future clinical application, because it suggests that treatment within the collateral sensitivity cycling paradigm could offer more effective eradication of resistant infections compared to cycling of drugs without reciprocal collateral sensitivities.

We have characterized collateral sensitivity in terms of the drug concentration, which inhibits measurable growth of WT and resistant strains defined by their MIC. However, drug resistance can be selected for at concentrations exceeding the MIC during therapy if the drug concentration falls below the mutant prevention concentration (MPC). The MPC is the lowest concentration of a drug that prevents resistant mutants from appearing in a population of a specified size (43, 44). To prevent resistance development within the target population, drug concentrations at the site of infection should be above the MPC. We speculated that the MPC would be reduced proportionally to the reduction in MIC when collateral sensitivity is observed. This would provide further advantage of collateral sensitivity cycling in a clinical setting. To test this hypothesis, we determined the MPC of gentamicin and cefuroxime for WT *E. coli* and for strains resistant to gentamicin and cefuroxime. We found that both gentamicin- and cefuroxime-resistant strains had lower MPC values relative to WT for the drugs to which they were collaterally sensitive (Fig. 5C). Hence, the administration of drugs based on collateral sensitivity can prevent the appearance of resistant mutants at a lower concentration for strains with resistance compared to the WT. This further supports the hypothesis that collat-
eral sensitivity cycling can reduce the likelihood of multidrug resistance evolution, because lower drug concentrations are needed to prevent the selection of multidrug-resistant strains compared to cycling of drugs without reciprocal collateral sensitivity profiles.

**Collateral sensitivity in clinical isolates of E. coli**

To explore the clinical relevance of collateral sensitivity networks, we determined the collateral sensitivity profiles of two pathogenic *E. coli* isolates (Materials and Methods). The pathogenic isolates were adapted to eight antibiotics that spanned various chemical classes. The eight antibiotics were chosen as a representative subset of the original 23 antibiotics (Table 1), and the distributions of collateral resistance and sensitivity observed for the strains with resistance toward both drug sets were similar (fig. S3). We determined the collateral effects of drug resistance development for each isolate and found that all resistant isolates exhibited collateral sensitivity (Fig. 6). For one of the clinical isolates, we even observed collateral sensitivity with magnitudes of down to 32-fold compared to MIC<sub>WT</sub> (figs. S4 and S5). The susceptibility profiles of the evolved clinical *E. coli* isolates agreed well, in general, with those of the laboratory strain (Fig. 6). Indeed, 94% of the conditions tested showed either the same or no change in their response to drug exposure after resistance evolution. Six percent (four conditions) of the resistance-induced collateral susceptibility changes differed between the laboratory strain and the two clinical isolates. In three of four cases, the differences observed in collateral sensitivity and collateral resistance between the isolates involved strains resistant to nitrofurantoin or changes in the susceptibility toward nitrofurantoin. Nitrofurantoin is used in the treatment of complicated urinary tract infection (45) (table S2), and it affects several targets in the bacterial cell (46), which may, at least partially, explain the variation observed with respect to collateral sensitivity and collateral resistance for the strains tested. This similarity suggests that collateral sensitivity profiles are largely preserved across multiple isolates.

**Fig. 4. Selective elimination of resistant E. coli strains by collateral sensitivity cycling.** (A and B) Survival of WT *E. coli* strains and strains resistant to gentamicin or cefuroxime within a mixed population at various concentrations of (A) cefuroxime or (B) gentamicin. Colony-forming units (CFU) indicate the proportion of the mutant and WT cells in the mixed population. Results are means of three replicates ± SD. (C) Collateral sensitivity cycling of gentamicin and cefuroxime. A CFP-labeled WT population was exposed to gentamicin over a period of 8 days until a 32-fold increase in MIC<sub>WT</sub> was achieved. At this point, the CFP-labeled gentamicin-resistant population was mixed with a YFP-labeled WT population, and treatment was switched to cefuroxime (4 μg/ml), resulting in the complete eradication of the CFP-labeled population. The surviving YFP-labeled population was then exposed to cefuroxime over an 8-day period until a 128-fold increase in MIC<sub>WT</sub> was achieved. At this point, the YFP-labeled cefuroxime-resistant population was mixed with a CFP-labeled WT population and exposed to gentamicin (1 μg/ml), resulting in the eradication of the YFP-labeled cefuroxime-resistant population. The data were consistent across three replicates. Green color refers to treatment with gentamicin, and violet refers to treatment with cefuroxime. In the bottom panel, the proportion of the population that is CFP-labeled (green) or YFP-labeled (violet) is represented during the 17-day drug exposure period.
clinical isolates suggests that general collateral sensitivity cycles could be effective for treating a wide range of E. coli pathogens.

DISCUSSION

This study provides proof of principle that an underappreciated side effect of resistance, collateral sensitivity, can be used to target drug resistance when selected drugs are cycled optimally. In collateral sensitivity cycling, selection against resistance was based primarily on an increase in drug sensitivity imposed by rationally selected drugs with reciprocal collateral sensitivities, which is fundamentally different from the principle of current drug cycling, which relies on the dilution of resistant strains in the absence of selection for resistance and resulting from fitness costs of resistance.

The aim of any drug treatment is the complete eradication of the disease by exposing disease-causing cells to therapeutic concentrations of drug within the host. In principle, drug treatment based on collateral sensitivity cycling should exhibit superior efficacy in patients infected with both the fully susceptible bacterial population and resistant mutants compared to cycling of drugs without compatible collateral sensitivity profiles.

---

**Fig. 5.** Alteration of the killing dynamic and mutant selection window of resistant E. coli strains by collateral sensitivity. (A and B) In the presence of a drug to which resistant strains are collaterally sensitive, both gentamicin- and cefuroxime-resistant strains were eradicated faster than the WT. Results are means of three replicates ± SD. (C) Strains resistant to gentamicin or cefuroxime also had a lower MPC relative to WT when exposed to drugs to which they were collaterally sensitive.

**Fig. 6.** Collateral sensitivity profiles for E. coli clinical isolates. A heat map showing drug susceptibility profiles of two resistant E. coli pathogenic isolates (EC3770 and EC3856) and the MG1655 strain, which evolved resistance to eight drugs. Susceptibility profiles were defined on the basis of MIC inhibition curves for the resistant strains and WT (figs. S1, S4, and S5). Blue coloring refers to collateral sensitivity, orange coloring refers to collateral resistance, and white coloring refers to no change in susceptibility relative to WT. Drug abbreviations are listed in Table 1.
Our findings suggest that collateral sensitivity cycling should be applicable for the clinical management of Gram-negative bacterial infections using already approved antibiotics. It is, perhaps, even more important to apply this principle for treatment of chronic infections and infection in which multiple pathogens are involved, such as cystic fibrosis (47). In such cases, the application of three- or four-drug cycles could enhance the efficacy of treatment when designed optimally on the basis of common pathogen susceptibility profiles. However, further drug resistance and sensitivity programs are needed to explore the concept within these therapeutic areas, and clinical studies are needed to test whether our expectations are confirmed in hospital settings.

Here, we demonstrated the principle of collateral sensitivity cycling for resistance acquired through adaptive evolution, which is the main pathway leading to resistance in infectious diseases, such as tuberculosis and malaria, and in cancer. Indeed, drug switching based on collateral sensitivity observed in cancer treatment has shown successful therapeutic results (48, 49). We anticipate that collateral sensitivity cycling will contribute to the sustainable use of drugs in the clinic for the management of diseases in which evolutionary drug resistance is a concern.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Media, bacterial strains, and drugs**
Resistant strains were derived from *E. coli* MG1655 and two pathogenic *E. coli* strains EC3770 and EC3856 provided by the laboratory of clinical microbiology at Hvidovre Hospital (Denmark). All strains used in the study are derived from *E. coli* MG1655. Strains were adapted to the 23 antibiotics listed in Table 1. All experiments were conducted in modified LB medium [peptone (10 g/liter), yeast extract (5 g/liter), and NaCl (10 g/liter)]. All drug solutions were prepared from powder stock and filter-sterilized. The drug stocks were stored at −20°C for maximum of 90 days.

**Strain adaptation**
Strains evolved resistance to selected drugs by gradient plate method (34) on LB agar. The selection for resistance was repeated during a period of 10 days. Overnight cultures of *E. coli* were streaked onto the whole gradient plate. After 18 hours of incubation at 37°C, the edge of growth was swept with a loop and applied to a fresh gradient plate. The process was repeated until growth was obtained from the whole plate. After this procedure, strains evolved resistance to 21 drugs (Table 1 and table S1). Strains adapted to polymyxin drug class (colistin and polymyxin B) with gradient plates did not correlate between the resistance on solid and liquid medium (strain resistance in liquid medium was fourfold lower than the level of adaptation on gradient plate). Therefore, the resistance to colistin and polymyxin B was evolved by serial passage in liquid medium according to the following protocol. About 10^6 cells from overnight cultures were added to twofold serial dilution of colistin or polymyxin B in 10 ml of LB broth. After the overnight incubation at 37°C, absorbance measurements at 600 nm (A600) were taken with a plate reader (Epoch BioTek). The cultures grown at the highest antibiotic concentration for which A600 value was above 0.4 were used for further adaptation. Again, about 10^6 cells from overnight cultures were added to twofold serial dilution of colistin or polymyxin B and incubated overnight. This step was repeated for 10 days. All strains were stored in 15% glycerol at −80°C.

**MIC and IC90 determination**
Strains were taken from −80°C, streaked onto LB agar supplemented with antibiotic (Table 1), and incubated overnight at 37°C. For MIC determination, overnight cultures were prepared from cultures from LB agar plates. About 1 × 10^6 cells were prepared form overnight cultures and grown at 37°C with shaking in 96-well microtiter plates containing 200 μl of medium per well. MICs were determined in logarithmic drug concentration gradient with twofold dilutions. Endpoint absorbance measurements (A600) were taken after 18 hours of incubation with a plate reader (Epoch BioTech) and background-subtracted. The percentage of inhibition was calculated according to the following formula: 1 − [A600 drug/A600 control]. The inhibitory concentration was defined as the lowest concentration of the drug that inhibited 90% of the growth of the strain tested (IC90). For strains in which inhibition was not uniform across the three sets of experiments performed, two additional sets of experiments were performed to determine drug susceptibility. The results obtained are summarized in Fig. 2.

**Susceptibility profiles**
Strain susceptibility profile was determined relative to the WT (Fig. 2 and fig. S1). Collateral resistance was defined when the growth of a resistant strain was inhibited at a higher drug concentration relative to the WT (MIC_resistant_strain > MIC_wt, Fig. 1A). No change in sensitivity was defined when the growth of resistant strain and WT was inhibited at the same drug concentration (MIC_resistant_strain = MIC_wt, Fig. 1B). Collateral sensitivity was defined when the growth of the resistant strain was inhibited at lower concentrations than the WT (MIC_resistant_strain < MIC_wt, Fig. 1C). Collateral sensitivity profiles were used to visualize collateral sensitivity networks with Cytoscape 3.0.1. software.

**Isogenic CFP- and YFP-labeled strains**
pZEST1 MCS1 (50) plasmid containing kanamycin resistance marker with fluorescently labeled CFP or YFP was electroporated into *E. coli* MG1655. These labeled isogenic strains were used for the competition assay described below.

**Competition assay**
We started this experiment by selecting the resistant mutant toward gentamicin. WT labeled with CFP was gradually adapted to 32× MIC gentamicin according to the protocol described above. Then, the CFP-labeled gentamicin-resistant strain was mixed in equal proportions with the WT labeled with YFP. Each strain at about 5 × 10^6 CFU/ml was incubated in 5 ml of LB broth supplemented with various concentrations of cefuroxime (0, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 μg/ml). After 18 hours of incubation at 37°C with shaking, serial dilutions were plated onto LB agar plates supplemented with kanamycin (50 μg/ml) and with kanamycin and gentamicin (8 μg/ml). Plate supplemented with kanamycin allowed growth of WT and resistant strain, whereas the growth of WT was inhibited on agar plates supplemented with both kanamycin and gentamicin. Viable cell growth was evaluated at 18 hours after incubation at 37°C. On the basis of this experiment, we selected the concentration of cefuroxime (4 μg/ml) at which only WT strain survived, whereas gentamicin-resistant strain was eradicated. After this selection step, we continued the exposure of the YFP-labeled WT strain to the increasing concentrations of cefuroxime, as described above. After 7 days of cefuroxime exposure, the strain evolved 128× MIC was selected (YFP-labeled cefuroxime-resistant
strain). Then, the cefuroxime-resistant strain was mixed in equal proportions with WT cells labeled with CFP. After 18 hours of incubation with gentamicin (0, 0.12, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 μg/mL), viable cell growth was determined by plating serial dilutions on agar plates supplemented with kanamycin (50 μg/mL) and kanamycin with gentamicin (8 μg/mL). On the basis of this set of experiments, we were able to select a concentration of gentamicin (1 μg/mL) at which the YFP-labeled cefuroxime-resistant strain was killed but the WT strain producing CFP survived.

Next, to exclude any variation in sensitivity between CFP- and YFP-labeled strains and to determine the adaptive repeatability of collateral sensitivity observed for gentamicin- and cefuroxime-resistant strains, we repeated the competition assay by switching the drug toward which labeled strain was adapted (that is, YFP-labeled strain was adapted to gentamicin, and CFP-labeled strain to cefuroxime). The resistant strains were tested for collateral sensitivity according to the above-described method. The results are shown in fig. S2. For completion experiments, strains from overnight cultures were added at 1:1 ratio (5 × 10⁶) to 5 mL of LB broth supplemented with gentamicin (1 μg/mL) or cefuroxime (4 μg/mL) and incubated for 18 hours at 37°C with shaking. Shaker survival was determined as viable cell count on LB agar supplemented with kanamycin (50 μg/mL) and gentamicin (8 μg/mL) or cefuroxime (64 μg/mL).

**Time-kill curves**

About 5 × 10⁶ cells from overnight culture were incubated at 16× MIC. At different time points during incubation, serial dilutions were plated onto LB agar. Viable cell count was determined after 24 hours of incubation at 37°C.

**MPC determination**

MPC was determined by plating initial inoculums of 10⁹ CFU/ml from the overnight culture onto LB agar plates supplemented with gentamicin or cefuroxime (1×, 2×, 4×, and 8× MICWT). Viable cell growth was counted after 24 hours of incubation at 37°C.

**Statistical analysis**

The percent growth inhibition was calculated according to the following formula: 1 – [A₆₀₀ drug/A₆₀₀ control]. Data from MICs are presented as means and SDs of triplicate measurements. To obtain dose-response growth inhibition curves, we plotted percent inhibition against antibiotic concentrations within twofold dilution. Growth inhibition of the WT and each resistant strain was plotted against drug concentrations with a polynomial interpolation between neighboring data points (that did not affect final data analysis) using R software (http://www.r-project.org). The inhibitory concentration was defined as the lowest drug concentration that prevented 90% growth (IC₉₀). Data derived from competition experiments and time-kill experiments were log-transformed and presented as means and SDs of triplicate measurements.

**SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS**

www.sciencetranslationalmedicine.org/cgi/content/full/5/204/204ra132/DC1

Table S1. Drug adaptation level and clinical breakpoints.

Table S2. Drug common use.

Table S3. List of possible collateral sensitivity cycles.

Fig. S1. MIC inhibition curves for E. coli MG1655 resistant strains and WT.

Fig. S2. Competition assay.

Fig. S3. Collateral sensitivity and collateral resistance distribution.

Fig. S4. MIC inhibition curves for E. coli EC3770 resistant strains and WT.

Fig. S5. MIC inhibition curves for E. coli EC3856 resistant strains and WT.
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Resistace is Futile
In an emergency situation, people are often instructed to remain calm and proceed in an orderly fashion. The same advice may apply to the current antibiotic-resistance crisis. Imamovic and Sommer now show how collateral sensitivity profiles—deciphered by treating bacteria with multiple antibiotics—can help to order drug deployment in sequences that thwart the development of antibiotic resistance.

Cells or organisms that have developed resistance to one drug sometimes display a greater sensitivity to a second drug often from a distinct structural class, a concept called collateral sensitivity. The authors tested whether application of this concept can aid in the management of bacterial infections by evolving resistance in Escherichia coli to 23 known antibiotics and then mapping the resulting collateral sensitivity and resistance profiles. On the basis of their derived collateral sensitivity network, the authors designed a new treatment framework—collateral sensitivity cycling—in which sequential treatment of E. coli cultures with antibiotics that display compatible collateral sensitivity profiles is predicted to select against drug-resistance development. The authors chronicled hundreds of such drug sets and validated their predictions E. coli and the antibiotics gentamicin and cefuroxime by showing that cyclical deployment of the drugs selected against resistance to either antibiotic. This proof of principle for collateral sensitivity cycling as a sustainable treatment regimen was then validated with two related bacterial pathogens. It remains to be seen whether deployment of cancer therapeutics in an orderly fashion also curbs drug resistance.